Why Nosiboo?
“Aspirating the nasal secretion with a nasal aspirator is of utmost importance
especially in the early childhood, because they are not able to blow their noses.
A
device like Nosiboo PRO is ideal for aspirating the mucus because it operates gently
and with an adjustable suction power”
Dr. med. Arnd Niehues
Otolaryngologist – Hamburg, Germany
“Whenever people ask me what’s on my essential baby buys list I always mention our
‘snot sucker’ or nasal aspirator if you want to use the correct term. They’re love hate
amongst parents but I think they’re really helpful and we had two manual ones
already (the bulb type) that I thought worked quite well. That was until the Nosiboo
arrived at our house and snot removal got REAL! This thing is like the KING of nasal
aspirators and I love it. “
Lauren Kearney, blogger
Scrapbook blog, UK
https://www.scrapbookblog.co.uk
“From experience of my son having bronchiolitis as a newborn and spending a lot of
time dealing with a congested baby I’ve found the Nosiboo to be a life saver. As
somebody who exclusively breastfed it would have been amazing in those early days
when he couldn’t latch due to congestion.”
Lisa Beever, blogger
LeeLeeLoves, UK
https://leeleeloves.co.uk
“Truly this product is probably the best thing I own for my son. The packaging is
gorgeous, the design of the product is simple and clean, and most of all, this product
is so incredibly useful. Because of the multiple levels of suction, it’s really easy to be
satisfied with this product. It will get literally every single thing out of my son’s nose, no
problem. The Colibri head is super easy to take apart and clean.”
PTPA tester
2017, USA
“I would 100% recommend this product to every parent or upcoming parent I know. It
is so incredibly useful and gets the job done quickly. Instead of spending 45 minutes
trying to suck boogers out of my son's nose, it takes only a few minutes and he can get
back to playing much faster now. I know a ton of parents around me that should
definitely use this product and I will be recommending this to them as soon as I can.
Everything about this product is fantastic and I can't wait to share how great it is with
the people around me.”
PTPA tester
2017, USA

“This product is fantastic because it makes getting snot out so much more convenient.
Before this I had never used an electronic nasal aspirator but this product honestly
blew me away. Every other product I had for my son when he was born was so tedious.
Those little blue bulbs are so frustrating and everything else that other parent's
recommended ended up being a dud. So this product was definitely much better
than any other nasal aspirator I've tried.”
PTPA tester
2017, USA

